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FOREWORD
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The eighth edition, as all previous editions, follows the most recent guidelines established by ACI Committee 347 and documented in the committee report, now ACI 347R-14, which is reprinted in full in the appendix. This new edition of Formwork for Concrete considers the updated lateral pressure provisions now provided by ACI 347. Expanded coverage is provided for wind loads, analysis of the shoring and reshoring process, evaluation of concrete and structure strength to withstand shoring loads, and design of shoring and bracing elements. This edition also reflects the latest changes in wood design recommendations of the American Wood Council and introduces LRFD in addition to the primary coverage based on ASD procedures. The recent recommendations of other ACI committees have also been considered in the manual revisions and some related provisions of ACI 318 and OSHA have been extracted for convenient reference in the appendix. The growing number of standards related to design of the construction process and design of temporary structures, as well as a number of formwork industry products and practices adopted since the last edition was published, have been considered during development of the revisions. For instructional use, a series of problems and review questions have been provided following the appendix.

Drafts of revisions have been submitted for review and comment by members of ACI Committee 347, whose suggestions and advice have been most constructive. I am very grateful to the many committee members who shared their expertise and counsel during the preparation of the eighth edition. My special thanks to colleague Matthew Poisel, for his development of the data for the span tables of Chapter 9. The author is also grateful to the many individuals and organizations who have contributed nearly 500 new illustrations, drawings, and photo images to this first edition to be printed in color and to the many contractors who have provided access to their construction sites for photographs by the author, particularly United Forming, Inc., and Clancy & Theys Construction Co.

David W. Johnston, Ph.D., P.E.
July 2014
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Formwork development has paralleled the growth of concrete construction from its earliest uses through its many applications today. As concrete has been used for increasingly complex and significant structural and architectural tasks, formwork engineers and contractors have had to keep pace. Projects involving rapid construction schedules create challenges for the form designer and for the control of field forming operations. The increasing use of concrete as an architectural medium presents the form builder with several challenges, ranging from the selection of appropriate sheathing materials to the maintenance of rigid tolerances.

Sawn lumber, manufactured wood products, plywood, steel, aluminum, reinforced polymers, and other materials are widely used as formwork components. In addition, new and specialized accessories are frequently introduced by manufacturers. Form designers, builders, and manufacturers must keep abreast of advancing technology in other material fields to develop and implement the creative and innovative solutions required to maintain both quality and economy.

In the early days of the concrete industry, formwork was frequently built in place, used once, wrecked (or stripped), and discarded. Because of high labor costs in the United States and many other countries, the trend over the last several decades has been toward increased prefabrication, assembly in large units, erection by mechanical means (such as “flying” forms into place by crane), and reuse of the forms. These developments are in harmony with the increased mechanization often found in other fields and the desired use of sustainable systems. Consequently, the forming system selection is often a primary factor in locating cranes and in allocating site space for storage and fabrication.

Not all of the important ideas are new, however. As early as 1908, members of the American Concrete Institute (then called the National Association of Cement Users) were debating the relative merits of wood and steel formwork at their annual convention. The discussion followed a presentation proclaiming the advantages of a modular metal panel forming system. It could be adapted for most any project, had its own connecting hardware, and was good for extensive reuse. By 1910, steel forms for paving were being
produced commercially and used in the field. Continuing refinement of basic ideas such as these represents another area of ongoing progress within the formwork industry. Today, formwork and forming systems have become an integral part of the entire equipment array on site and of the overall construction planning process. The comparison of metal versus wood and job-built versus manufactured systems (Fig. 1.1 and 1.2) continues today with many varieties in use and the decision ultimately based on factors of quality, safety, and economy for the individual project.

There are differences in forming practice details from one country to another and even from one region of the United States to another. Some of the differences are due to prevalent local material use, regional or country limits on supplies for manufacturers, or preference of a contractor for a particular system due to their own inventory and proficiency of their workers with the system. However, a trend of consolidation among form and accessory manufacturers is also resulting in several form manufacturers with broad international supply capability. Variations in formwork application are often most visible to the public in buildings (Fig. 1.3) and bridges (Fig. 1.4). Formwork is also extensively used for residential construction, stadiums, airports, harbors, water treatment plants, tunnels, dams, and other facilities. Although the information presented in this manual has been drawn from many sources worldwide, it is intended for application primarily in the United States. Suggestions for formwork economy have been based on conditions in countries where labor costs are high compared to material costs. In countries where labor costs are substantially lower in relation to the price of construction materials, many of the ideas presented regarding formwork economy likely will not have the same validity.

Many individuals, firms, and companies are usually involved in the design of the facility to be built and in the design and construction of the formwork. The facility team typically involves structural engineers and architects who determine the requirements for the concrete structure. For simplicity, the facility design team will usually be referred to as the engineer/architect, although they may be referred to separately in some situations. The formwork team may include the general contractor, formwork specialty subcontractors, formwork engineers, form manufacturers, and form suppliers. The participating companies and firms also have formwork designers and skilled workers executing many detailed tasks. For simplicity, the formwork team will usually be referred to as the formwork engineer/contractor, although they may be referred to separately in some situations.

Form building requires both job-site innovation and engineering understanding. There is certainly no substitute for the skill and sense of “know-how” that come with job-site experience. In a similar manner, many engineering principles can be used to improve the safety, quality, and economy of formwork.